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A use of 'Confirmatory Factor Analysis ,
in the Evaluation of intelligence
Testing Models

JOHN HATTIE

DO FITZGERALD

tre for Behavioural Studies
RSITY.OF NEW ENGLAND.,

.Armi e, New South Wales 2351
Austra ia

ABSTRACT

0

. ,

fug pap4r assesses four alternative theoret)ttl

modelti ?f .intellectual competence using confirmatory factor

analysis to account for theeporrelation patterns derived

from Wechsler intelligence tests.

114t*,,,TAW.mmor400;'--1.t,-:

It is arkued that,the differenCe between the chi-square

goodneds of fit statistics tilp't are provided when using

confirmatory factor analysis give a meashreoof 'discrimination

between.models and,allows he researcher to,asse 4whiCh model
.

best fits the daea.

It was found,that a model based on Luria and Vernon's

theoriqs iklvolving simultanedus and succepsive processing,'
. /

veibal and ppatial abilities, and atteintion provided the best

fit compared to the three competing ftedels.
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This paper assesses th&succe et of alternative theoretical
1

meldels of intellectUal competsb.Ce in.accounting.for correlation
,

patterns derivild frowsubscales of the Wephsler intelligenoe

test using confirmatory factor analysis to determine the good-
; .

. nese of fit to'specifld target matrices.
IP

Confirmatory factor analysis enables.tests of hypothesep
%

. which, constrain the elements of.a coiariance or correlation

matrix by expreseing them-as functions of a smaller.number of

parameters, these parameters /ormimg a pattern that is derived.

froM the hypothessp. It .1.s possible to fix the payameters

to some specified value, to codstrain them.to be elquaro

other.valdes, or to free tbem to be estimafed.=from the data

conditional on the fixed and constrained parameters.

The first order factor analytic mad 1 is L
2

C U (1)

where H is the-matrix of factor-pittern loadings, 8 is the
2

variance-covariaSce matrix, and the diagonal elements of U

are the unique factor coefficients.

After.the maximum-likelih?od etitimates.ot the free

parameters have been calculated it is possible to test the

hgpotheses represented by equation (1) against the alternative

hypothesis that C 'is anylOksitive-Winite matrix
V o)

For detailS on maximising the log likelihood lUnotion
,

based on the usual unbiased sample estimates of tlhe elements
,

of Ci the reader is referred to McDonald and 8Waminathan (1972),

and McDonald41970. The logarithm of-the likelihood rating.ig
,

N/2 times the minimum value of the function F. tn large
r

2' ,

sampls under the model, thia is distributed'as X which can
,

4.

)."
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be transformed (by'the Wilson4Bilferty meihod) 0 a standp.rd

normal deviate.'(at = 0.05,.Z = 1.96),
.

Mu]e1tikl.(1975)-and Jóreskoo (108) 'have pointed out the
.2

semsitivity,of x to variout mo4e1 assumptionp sAlth hp",

llneratity, alddAiltvity admultinormality. Furtherthore, with

- large samp1e4\1't will almost\always be possible to Aletect slight
e

but untinPortant departures froth the_model. Arlhat seeps more

important is the degree to which the model or reproduced

covariance matrix fits the elements of the sample or observe&!
covariance matrix..

Another method for assegising the a4quacy of a m041 is

,to compare the degra'of fWwith4that obtained by other

typotheslzed models. Even if it is not possible to explicate

n,TO-del thaecannot be rejected at aonvehtional levels of

acceptability (e.g a.= 0.05), it Is possible to assess the

goodness of fit of arious pre-formulated modele then tentati-
.

r
iovely accepting tht mode/ which most satisfactofily /its the.,

, . , ,

data. The most acceptable model is that.which results insa low

and unpatterned residuall9atrix and'which is a significant
2 2

iMprovement Over competing models (determined by A X m X

with A df -tdf.; where subscript 1 and 2 reiited to
2 I

ComOeting podels,)

.
/The present papeOPevolved from an atteMpt to relp.te the

factor structure*of a comprehensive Antelligence test (Wedfi'sler\

1974) to aspects of an information processing modef. The psycho-
.

metric model of intereet has been developed it; the context of

laboratoryand school basbd research on learning and Is closely re ated.
.

.

to the work of uria'(19.66) and Vernon 0.9 I). The model exhibit
A4



dimensions of simultaneous and tsuccesstoi information procésiling,

Of
spatial reasoning, verbal comprehension and attentilreness.

*

nfordation roesSin '012 inte li eice tests
. . '

. Carrol4 (1976) attempted to shqw'how the 'tfiCtors' identifled
k

in factor analytic studi s of cognitive abifftiesrcan be

Anterpreted in terms of* 1 heorieslahd experimental work in

cognitive psychology. Carroll ,demonstratkt how the tasks on

many typestf psychometric tests in the cognitive danfain are

indeed cognitive tasks whose-Strueture, content, 4 d control . a

processes Can'be ideVified. Hunt and,his co-wor ere (Hunt, Ef
1 .

Frost'Ernd Lunieboig, 1973;,. Hune; E., Lunneborg'and Lewis, .1975;

Lunneborg, 1974, 1977, Hunt, E 1979 havefsought relation-.

ships between psychometric testtscores and the fmrameters of (

),

perfopliance's in learning and memory tasks. They haVe 'found,
)

for example, that scores on a cOmgrehensive verbal intelligence

- i
w

test were significantly related to many spectu of information

1processing, including speed .1:1 colivertin sensory data to

Condeptdal meaning, speed in seannii* data IA sebrt-terin.memory,

retention,o1,0Drdertinformation, and resistance of memory infor-

mation to piterferindata.

Whitely, (1Q77) investigated tlhe relationsfiii5 between a
L

. 4

Prototypic intelligence test item verbal analogies : and 'several,
C.

,
..

laboratory tasks representing a series of inforMation procetsing

*

stages and concluded that the most successful,ana7,ogy solver
.

encpdes anloretrieves memory information about the itere rapidly,

but spenad more time evaluating the relational Npality of the *
4

'information retrieval.

le*
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Yet these studies are rare comp red to the common habit
.

1
of trying to induce meaning from ma s4s q/ correlations. This

presint paper is part:Of ongoivg research inrestigaiing the
. ...,.. . .

. adequacy of Luria's model oi intellectual processing to real

life behlaviours (see Fitzge ald, 1973, 1976, Hunt, D

Fitzgerald and HandhaWal, A9 Green, 197,7, Davidson, 1978,,1979,
k %

Ia

Davidson and'Xlich., 1979, Hattie, 1979a,and various M.A.laid.

PC.D. ;tudents at the Centre for Behaioural Studies at the

'University Lt kew tngland). .In particular, what is investi-
,

jf
gat$d in-this paper isthe adequacy of a model based on the work

,

, ..,

40

of Luria And Vernon as opposed to alternative modelsto explain

the relat-ionships between the subtests of the Wechsler intelli-
00.

kence scale for children (W C).

.

The models? s,
(

e
, 1, The ""tWo factor model

Wechsler (1949, 1974) grouped the subtests of the WISp

into tr verbaf and a performance scale, suggesting a two factor

model. Fiuding Justification for the two factors in Wechslers

writi5g is difficult. The separation seemingly Astlaased on

early w6rk by Alexander (1935) who discussed intelligence in .

terms of 'Ihnetional unities', one of which was a verbal factor

and &pother, was a performance factor. iftchsliltr (1949, 1974),
,

L.
',discusse4 thb two Ifactors as a dichotomy and 6Yaimed that the '

dichotomy remainedregardless of-other ways in whicli the testi

siffe'd.

The 3erbal factor 1nclude:1 subscales that mespurdigeneral

-information, general comprehension, aiithmetie, similarities,

vocabulary, and digit span. The vertormancle factor includes

0

e

7
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1 . . e
'*))'.. picture completioh, picture arrangeme6e, pock deTign, object

assembly2, cod g,..an# mazes. Silverstein (1969) also argued

that partialli the 12 subtests into Olore,than two factors was

c
v

..

IP .

w .

tripal in tetms f descriptive efficiency. Based on,a

principal componen analysit le claimed that there Was a.

verbal and pgrformandercomponent'and rgues that theek\were

"the actual functional-unities in in elligence test performance".

Others who have argueil similarly include Balinsky, (1941),

Maxwell (1959): Jones (1962), Crockett, Klonoff aud Bjefting

(1969), Sili'erstein (196V, 1977),...Blaha, Wallbrown Ind Wherky'

->(1974),Vn Higen and Kaufman (1975), Wallbrown, Blaha, Wallbrown

jand Engin (1075), and Schooler, geebe and Keopke (1978).'

1

2. The three factor tdel /

,PThree.factor models have been proposed thit Involve a verbal,
. ,

a performapee and a freedom frcm distractieftfity factor.

Matarazzo,(1972) has argUed that this third factor is replicated
4

often enough tb merit serious continued intere61-21r4t, it has
t.

many labels,: stimllus trace, memory, attentiOn-oonceitration,

plasticity, Liding-in-mind ability,'concentration, alerAness,
, . 4

. application and the most common, frfredom from distractibility,
N

It haiil been found in normal and special group stimples (Vhnc ,

, .t

Huelsman, snd iherry,'1976) an4 frequently loads on 4it span,

,

.I _.

.

comprehenpion: arithmetic, and picture arfangement. The

present authors found, ho*ever, that over the many studies that (
.

.'.'

have recorted thislactor, Only s
,..imilarities

dirld vocabulary
i ,

have not loaded on the freedord from distractibility factor. '

Cohen (1952) contends that tests Irding on*this fabtor,haFe
,

in common thd requirement of aleit, anaistricted attention for

good performaAce. "In all of them,...if dne of the elements to
A

be mentallytmanipplated by the subjectdOes noi.'register% when,

8r
'1



presented 1.3y the examiner* Or is 'lost' in the Course of

manipulat.ion, the subject can not make up,this loss.and is

penalized in the 49 cpring. Thus tke awing ot factor C as

K "Freedom from Distractibility" (Cohen, 1952, p. 363). 4 -

The three factor solution has been reported by Hammer

(1950), Cohen (1962), paumeister and Bartlete-(1962), Cropley

(1964), Belmont, Birch and Belmont (1967), Osborne and'Tillman

(1967), Kaufman (1978), Van Hagen and Kaufman (1975), Silyerstein

(1977), and,Sv.ierdlik.and Schweiizer (i978).

3. The five lactor or 'Cohen solution

The Cohen solution invaves five factors: verbal

comprehension I (information, similarities, arithmetic,

. comprehension, and vocabulary); perceptual organization
,

1m146( c4 design, object assembly, picture arrangement, pictilre

pletiOn and mazes); ',freedom from distractiNlity (digit
,

span, mazes, picture arrangement, object assembly, and

Arithmetic); verbal coMprehenSionII (omprehension, vocabulary,

similarities); and a quasi-specificor undefined factor

(Cohen, 1952,.1957a, 1957b, 1459).

4. The Vernon-Luria model

Vernon (1971) contends that after the removal of "g",

tests tend to all i4 o two main groups: the verbal-numerical-

education A e one han,1 (vied)? and the practical-mechanical.:-

lspatial on the other hand (k:m). The v:ed factor encompasses

a rainy strong unified group of abilities and the k:m re'su.lts

not so much from Practical ability as from an aggregate of all,

non-symbolic capacities not usually affected by schooling.

. Yet, we can go beyond the content -of the,tests as formulated'

J f

by Vernon and include the manner in whichythe inforMation is

processed. Luria (1966) suggested that there are two main
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4

,
its successor.

illi

.

,
.

..
.

J LOrii (1966) claimed, furtheimore, that the directivity

.

dimensions of the intellect which are imporeant in cognitive
4

tasks: a sVccessive or- sequential processing dimension and a

/

simultaneous processing dimension. Simultaneous ability is'
-, .

, .
,

J .

. seen as the ability to synthesise stimuli i4o
an 'tfltegrated

i
'

, image. That is; simUltaneous ability'involves the'abiliiy

to reason with tmagls of perceived spatial arrays withbut -

altering the sp441a1 relationships that exist among 04

components.

rinr

Sequential'processing involves an ordering-of successively

perceived stimuliN, in that each ptimuli is seeMas evoking a

"particular chain'of successive links" which -follow "each other

im serial order", That is, ,the successive elements are not

w- surveyable but are so integrated that each element evokes

And selectivitY of mental prodesses and the basis on which

these processes are organized, is usually 4rmed attention

in vychology.' By this term he impl.les the 1::;rocess rehponsible

for picking out the essen

:I)

al elements for mental activity, or

the process which keeps lose watch on the precise and

organized course of mentwal activity. This.copptualization

ofvattentiort spells similar to Cohen!s Freedom.from Distractipllity

factor.

Thus what we shall call, the VerVon-Luria model includes

factois: verbil-numerical-education, practical-mechanical-
,

///
spattal, simultaneous processing, successive prdcessing, and .

,r' *

attention-freedom rim didtractibility.,

1

si

smr,

ne. / ^.55/,`.../.915e/11.111/./defi .15111.4h1,544,

r.
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METHOD ,
4

The WISC manual .(Wech6ler, 1971) presents 11 corr,diation

matrices of the 12isubtellts.] There %!ere 4010 chlldren in eleven

age-groups-ranging in yekrly'lAervils from 434- to' 161. -For

the 2-, 3- knd Cohevsolutions,the pattern of loadings were

easilyetketermined trom.the'laterature as described above. For

the Vernon-Luria model the patterning of loadings.was nqt
L.

straightforward.

A description of Vernon's theories, Luria;s model and the

12 WISC subtes,te wore given to vaiious members of the Centre

tor Behavioural Studies (UNE) who were Asked to'rank order the,

subtests in terms of the extent to lich they related to each

factor. This was done to prevent the frequent and often

5,

'Sustified criticism thlt names Apsigned to'factors hav/ little

meaning to others and:can often be tautologous. , The nine

faculty members showed 40markable conrtisfbney as ta which tests

'should load on the various factors.

-4It was.predieted that.dijit slian, vocabulary, inforMation,

pickire krrangement, coding, and comprehenstpn would load on the

sucivssive firctor. r

pid'Vre oinn leiion and mR

ties,,object assembly, block design,
4-

n

S wolild 'load on ,th ultaneous factor.

ComprehenSion,,irithmetle, vodabulary, informitian,,and similarities

would load on tpe verbal-numericaleducation fretor/. dlock

design(vebject assembly. picture completion, pOure. arrangement,

maze*Nand coding Wouid loied on theTpractical-meghanical-spatial

factor. , Arithmetic, digit span, .comprehension,a40 picture

arrangementwould load on'the attentiod-freedom from distract-

ibility factor.

1
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The t-, Coben-ahd Vernon-Luria models were Aso:tested

using the li correlation matrices In the WISC maapal via t he

procedurelautli ht the begihtlins.lof-this piper (using
\

McDonald and Leong 6) cow, programthe). The chl-squaree,
0. '

' . #

degrt)es df.treedom, and WiltOnt-Hilferfy 2; tansformatibns for .

the four hypothesized patterns _are' presentediin Table 1..

Except for th'e 61 year old, sample- the, Vernon-Lu(ria mdel

is a,416-gnificantly better,fit'than the 24- factor sOlution.

all vases the Vernon-Luria modelsis a 94gnifican4betier'
0 g.

f

fit than the 37- factor solution and the °Vernon-Luria model-

--is a signifidantly better:fit for all but four' Oie groups than
. .

.

, .,

i( the Cohen solution (see Table 2).
, If . .4.,

. . ,
. .

The factor %oadingz averageecross the 11 .sampres are

presentedin.Table

1;4--

1:
1,

1..

4

4
TOIe 1 near hei.e

I

"

Table 2 near here

P

Table 3 near here

,
4

t.,

'37

, b

44*
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T Altai 1..

degrees of
for tAttrkg. _z 1oodpeeis of /
to .the.under1ring structure of

4

ffeedoei, add Z--:tAlosformations
i.of _the lour 4totbeles plated

fticur 3 factor
-(df R.53) (g_r 51)

' Age 2
.5.

2

GrOUP X' Z.

61/2 -64.07; 1.07 -a-69,34
71/2 °84'..27 '2.74 79.41

81/2, 1105.38 4.27 71.35*

91/2` 11)5.78 4130- 97.78

10I 94.88 3351 riCso

111/2 113.82 4'.84 100.84

121/2 100.56 3:93 73.64.

131/2' 117.67 5.09 102.04

.141/2, 110.27 4.60 94.35

151/2 114.36 -4.88 98.04

161/2 113.63. 4.83 81.12

/-the rasp
e '

Cohen 5 factor Vernon-Luria ,5 factor
,(df 36) (df 30).

4
x

1.71 37.80 0.50 $3.18 0.47

2.55 46,63 1.23 36.47 0.86

1.90 .45.14 1:08 27.27 tt 0.30'

3,94 . .,62.87 2.71 43.10

.2.16 43.17 0.87 36.42 'aa.0.,85

4,:15 62.86 2.:.79 39.091 1:16

2.08' 63.55 2:85 35,47 0.74

68.17 3.25 54:43 2.75

3.69 66.02 -3.07 56.11 2.91

3.95 64.0 -2.96 49.65 2 .

2.69 59.64 2.50 40.65 1.27
9



. TABLE 2

. Di._erences 1/0,x and e
Vernon-turia modek ancl -the 2.,

At Vernan-Oria.vs
2-factor (df*23)

ispificunce level between the .-
4nd Coh n-s4utione.

Verndn-Luria jis

3-factor (4f-21
Xernon-Lui-14 vs

Cohen-solution

dfig6),
Age
Group

2

X. pv A X i.
2

A X P

61/2 30.89 .87 - 36,16, .98
45Pe'e.

.41

74 47.80 .99 42,94 .99 .88

, 84 78.11 .99 44.08 .99
.10.16)

17.87 .99

9h 62.0 -99 ..99 19.17 .99

104 58.46 .99 38408'. 499 6.754 .66

114 74.73 .99 61.75 ,99 23. -.99

q,11 65.09 .99 38.17 .98 28.08

134 63.24 .99 47.61 .99 13.74.

144 54.14 .99 38:22 .99 9.89 .87.

154 64.71 .99, * 48.39 .99 . 15.20 -.98

164 72.48 .99 40.47 .99 18.99 .99

-
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TABLE 3- N,

-The average factor loadings, c9,rreiatione,betweep,
factor apd udiquenesies tor the $ faoztor:Vernon-Luria model.'

1

Successive

,

InformatiO 0.402

Similaritie$ V
Arithmetic O.

Vocpulary .690

6mprehens1on .186

Digit Span .374

4

. 2
Simultaneous

.
.

V 4

0

-.636

0

0

, 0

0%

'3

.Verbil

.

:.497

.t244

.599

,369

..704

:.u

4-

Spatial

0

0

0

0

0

0
N.

Picture
Completion '. 0 -.286

Picture

Arrangement t .294 11 0

. Block Deign' 0 -.159,.
. ,

Objeot assembly 0 . u.212

.Codirlg B :265 0

Mates 0 .011

0 .563

0 .544

0 .826

0 .702

0 . .249

0 .529

. 5 .

Attention

. ;

0 .132,

0_ . .070

.602 .).217.,
.

O. .058

:064 .190'

.- .495 .194

,

0 .316

-.303 394

0 .100

if , .212

0 .625

0 .455
, ..t

Successive 1.000

Simultaneous -.412

Verbal .458 -.429 1.000 -

Spatial .481 -.213 .461 1 000

AttentiOn .467 hill -402 .333 1.000

4

a
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Th4 staitility. of, 4e Vernon-Luria modpli over the. 11, age

groups WAS assessed by calculating .coefficietle'of copgruenhe
? , ,

pbetween all-tkato.res. ,The-msan coefficient between.ndn'-

Kmatching factors was 0,03d andfbetween matchOlg. factord was
,

,

"0.712; The me'an congruence coefficientr the suoceskive
. . .

. factor was 0j45.1.far.the Isimultacieous factor was ,0J516;lor
. '

.
, ..

, the verbal factor was, 0.676, for the spatial-factor was.0.951,,

.11

and for the atte4iim-freedom from distractibility factor was_

0.674. This.evidence indicates considerable stability of the

factors over all age groups.

Discussion

The usefulness of testing the goodness of fit of varipus

models, of intelleatual processing using confirmatory factor

analyses hasibeen'demonstrated. Underlying the Iffeatsler.

intelligence scale for children there seems to be two factors

-.relating to ihe way children prodess the information (simultaneous

and sucpessive processing), two factors relating to the dontent
7 -

of.jhe tests (-verbal: and performance) and an a ention.or freedom

from distractibility factor. The:two factor, hree factor, and the

Cohen solutionsdo not provid0a0 good a fit and should be

rejec1ed.1.6 fayouk of.the Vernon,,-Luria mrdel.

It is suggested that other models could be assessed using

the methodi; described in this paper and :also second-or higber

order models could also be incorporated. Certainly' we Ao not

.contend that the Vernon,Luria model provILdes the :best' fit,

merely that it should be-accepted until it more satisfactory

mode,1 ig proposed. It wOuld seep) that -cobfirMatorrlactor
.

analysis is a useful-method to discriminate be:tween :the'
r'



f
goodness of fit Of various. educational and psychological models

(see .Rattie, 1979b'for anot"her example using the Personal'
, .

*Orientation Inventory). !The use.ef.confirmAory factor

analysis in.th*s minnet should be a step forwardinuniOng

what Cronbach (1975)- hameriticaf4 termed the two disciplines

.in
\
scientific psychology, one-the Psychometric, one

experimental.,

tudies Usitng the Vernon nd particultirly the Luria

model Are suggesting that mddels of information processing

s rather than traditional models of intellectual coMpetence

may be a filoreeb4netXcial method,of conceptuAlizingiintelligence

(see Fitzgerald, 1973; Biggq, 1978).

VS

.(4
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